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INTRODUCTION
Two-dimensional (2D) materials have attracted extensive research efforts in recent years due to their unique properties and promise in a wide range of applications (1–4). By stitching different 2D materials side by side or stacking them vertically layer by layer, heterostructures can be created with interesting optical and electronic properties emerging from the heterointerface due to the coupling between the different 2D components (4–16). In particular, the structural similarity among different semiconducting transition metal dichalcogenides has made it feasible to grow high-quality 2D lateral semiconductor heterostructures with atomically sharp interfaces via lateral epitaxy growth (7–14). Further combining lateral epitaxy growth with lithography patterning or multistep sequential growth, 2D multiheterojunctions or superlattices with featured width in the micrometer scale have also been demonstrated (5, 12–14). However, these methods are limited in spatial resolution and usually produce rough or defective interfaces with extensive chemical intermixing (5, 12–14). 2D lateral multiheterostructures or superlattices with width smaller than 5 nm, a regime where quantum size effect would come into play, have never been reported and remain a major challenge for 2D materials research.

Quantum-well structures in the 2D limit can, in principle, be created by laterally sandwiching a nanoscale strip of a 2D semiconductor between two strips of another 2D semiconductor with a different band gap. Because of their unique electronic structure and quantum confinement, quantum wells in conventional semiconductors have found important applications in quantum cascade lasers, infrared photodetectors, high-electron mobility transistors, high-efficiency thermoelectrics, and solar cells (17–21). In order for quantum size effects to take place, it is necessary to control the width of the 2D quantum well to be comparable to the de Broglie wavelength of the carriers (that is, in the sub-10-nm regime and ideally less than 5 nm).

Here, we report the growth of high-quality sub–2-nm-wide quantum wells within semiconductor monolayers, making use of the lattice mismatch between two semiconducting materials in the 2D lateral heterostructures. The growth is controlled by individual misfit dislocations formed at the lateral heterointerface between a 2D monolayer (WSe2 or MoSe2) and a sulfide monolayer (WS2 or MoS2). Atomic-resolution scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images reveal that these sulfide quantum wells are less than 2 nm in width and form fully coherent lateral interfaces with the 2D monolayer matrix without extended defects. Density functional theory (DFT) calculations demonstrate that the strain field around the misfit dislocations makes them highly reactive during the heterostructure growth. We show that insertion of metal and S atoms into the dislocation cores induces dislocation climb, whereas concomitant selective substitution of Se atoms around the dislocation core by S atoms, driven by the local strain field, leads to growth of WS2 and MoS2 quantum-well arrays embedded in the WSe2 and MoSe2 monolayers. The regular dislocation spacing in the misfit array initially present at the lattice-mismatched heterointerface results in nanoscale quantum-well arrays with periodic spacing. Because of the 2D nature of these structures, the quantum wells can also be thought of as ultranarrow nanoribbons. If doped to be metallic, these nanoribbons could serve as interconnects in future 2D integrated circuits (that is, the 2D material can serve as a “conduit” of conductive nanoribbons). Because misfit dislocations could form in periodic arrays at heterointerfaces, we expect that similar growth mechanisms can be used to fabricate 2D semiconductor quantum wells using different combinations of 2D monolayers with lattice mismatch and create a wide range of 2D quantum-well superlattices or nanoribbon conduits with controllable width and separation.

RESULTS
Figure 1A shows a WS2 quantum well formed inside the WSe2 monolayer in a lateral WSe2/WS2 heterostructure. Under our experimental...
setup for STEM annular dark-field (ADF) imaging, the STEM-ADF image intensity for Se and S sites roughly follows $Z^{1.54}$, where $Z$ is the atomic number, showing distinguishable atomic number contrast (22, 23). As shown in Fig. 1A, the WS$_2$ monolayer strip displays lower image intensity than the surrounding WSe$_2$ matrix, where the lateral interfaces are highlighted by the yellow dashed lines. Chemical mapping using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) imaging (see Materials and Methods and fig. S1), acquired simultaneously with the ADF image from the same region, further confirms that the darker strip is a WS$_2$ quantum well embedded within the WSe$_2$ monolayer, as shown in Fig. 1 (B and C). The bright background features in the ADF images are contaminates, mainly carbon and Si from the sample growth and TEM sample transfer, as confirmed by EELS mapping. Measuring from the atomic-resolution image, this WS$_2$ quantum well has a width of 1.2 nm (that is, four WS$_2$ unit cells in width).

Careful inspection of the ADF image reveals that the WS$_2$ quantum well grows along the armchair direction of the hexagonal lattice and forms fully coherent lateral interfaces with the WSe$_2$ matrix, where the lateral interfaces are highlighted by the yellow dashed lines. Chemical mapping using electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) imaging (see Materials and Methods and fig. S1), acquired simultaneously with the ADF image from the same region, further confirms that the darker strip is a WS$_2$ quantum well embedded within the WSe$_2$ monolayer, as shown in Fig. 1 (B and C). The bright background features in the ADF images are contaminates, mainly carbon and Si from the sample growth and TEM sample transfer, as confirmed by EELS mapping. Measuring from the atomic-resolution image, this WS$_2$ quantum well has a width of 1.2 nm (that is, four WS$_2$ unit cells in width).

Fig. 1. Structure and strain analysis of a WS$_2$ quantum well embedded in a WSe$_2$ matrix. (A) Atomic-resolution STEM-ADF image of the embedded WS$_2$ quantum well with a width of 1.2 nm. The coherent interfaces between the WS$_2$ quantum well and the WSe$_2$ matrix are highlighted by the yellow dashed line. The hexagon highlights the orientation of the lattice. (B and C) Chemical mapping from the same region as in (A) showing the spatial distribution of WS$_2$ and WSe$_2$, respectively. (D and E) High-resolution STEM-ADF image of a WS$_2$ quantum well and the corresponding atomic structural model. The dashed lines highlight the coherent lateral interface along the armchair direction. (F to H) STEM-ADF of the entire 65-nm-long WS$_2$ quantum well and the corresponding strain distribution (see Materials and Methods) around the quantum well. (I and J) STEM-ADF image showing the atomic arrangement of the dislocation core at the tip of the WS$_2$ quantum well in (F) and the corresponding atomic model.

The quantum well shows the same lattice spacing as the surrounding WSe$_2$ monolayer. The fact that the WSe$_2$ lattice constant is ~4% larger than WS$_2$ in perfect monolayers indicates a high and uniform tensile strain accommodated in the WS$_2$ quantum well along its growth direction, which leads to the observed dislocation-free lateral interface. In contrast, considerable difference (~4.3 ± 0.5%) in lattice spacing is observed between the WS$_2$ quantum well and the WSe$_2$ monolayer along the $y$ direction (Fig. 1H), arising from the inherent lattice mismatch between the two materials. This lattice spacing difference is accommodated in a misfit dislocation core, composed of a pentagon-heptagon (5|7) pair (24–26), at the tip of the WS$_2$ quantum well, with the heptagon pointing away from the WS$_2$ (Fig. 1, I and J).

These ultranarrow WS$_2$ quantum wells are frequently observed in almost all the lateral WSe$_2$/WS$_2$ heterostructure samples (fig. S3) we have studied, growing in arrays from the heterointerface into the WSe$_2$ monolayer. As is well established in thin-film growth, strain relaxation at epitaxial heterointerfaces with inherent lattice mismatch can generate misfit dislocations once the film passes a certain critical thickness (27, 28). For the lateral WSe$_2$/WS$_2$ heterostructure, because of the ~4% lattice mismatch, misfit dislocation arrays are expected to form at the lateral interface, with an average separation of ~8 nm along the zigzag direction (fig. S4), to relieve the lattice strain, as schematically shown in Fig. 2A (I). This is observed experimentally in the heterostructure samples. Figure 2 (B and C) shows such an epitaxial heterointerface with...
quasi-periodic misfit dislocation arrays, where the heptagons at the dislocation cores all point into the WSe$_2$ lattice (fig. S5). However, in most of the samples, we observe these misfit dislocations propagating (or penetrating) into the 2D matrix, leaving a trace of arrays of the sub-2-nm-wide WS$_2$ quantum wells, as illustrated in Fig. 2A (II and III) and evidenced by Fig. 2 (D and E) and fig. S6. Statistical analysis reveals that these WS$_2$ quantum wells have an average width of 1.19 ± 0.09 nm (fig. S6C) (that is, four WS$_2$ unit cells in width). The fact that the WS$_2$ quantum wells are always growing from the lateral WSe$_2$/WS$_2$ heterointerface, with a single dislocation core at the growth front, indicates that the growth of the WS$_2$ quantum wells and climb of the misfit dislocations are intimately connected and that the growth is controlled by the dislocation.

To explore the atom-by-atom mechanism of the misfit dislocation-driven growth of quantum wells, we posited a scenario and then performed DFT calculations to validate it. A misfit dislocation, modeled as a 5|7 pair as shown in Fig. 3A, is created at the WSe$_2$/WS$_2$ interface for every 24 WSe$_2$ or 25 WS$_2$ unit cells to release lattice strain (fig. S4). Because the climb of the misfit dislocation from the interface into the WSe$_2$ lattice involves the insertion of an extra line of atoms, we consider the insertion of one W atom and two S atoms (highlighted by the blue circle in Fig. 3B, denoted as W-S$_2$ hereafter) from the gas
source into the $5|7$ rings. This insertion pushes the $5|7$ dislocation one unit cell forward into WSe$_2$ (that is, dislocation climb). If this step is followed by substitution of Se atoms by S atoms (denoted as S$_{Se}$) selectively in the pentagon and then right next to the $5|7$ dislocation core (blue arrows in Fig. 3, B and C) to relieve local strain, a WS$_2$ nanoseed that is four unit cells wide and one unit cell long would penetrate into the WSe$_2$ monolayer (shaded in light blue in Fig. 3D). Repeating the above processes of W-S$_2$ insertion and subsequent three S$_{Se}$ substitutions would lead to the growth of the WS$_2$ nanoseed into the WSe$_2$ lattice and ultimately form a WS$_2$ quantum well. An atomic model with six steps of dislocation climb and subsequent three S$_{Se}$ substitutions is shown in Fig. 3G. It should be noted that based on this growth mechanism, the WS$_2$ quantum well should, on average, grow along the armchair direction, which is in excellent agreement with our experimental observations.

DFT calculations verified that the above scenario is energetically possible. We constructed a very large supercell accommodating 24 WSe$_2$ and 25 WS$_2$ unit cells (fig. S4), accommodating the lattice misfit by a $5|7$ dislocation. For the insertion of a W-S$_2$ unit, we compared the competition between insertion into the dislocation core (that is, dislocation climb) and attachment to a straight or a stepped WS$_2$ edge (that is, growth at the fresh WS$_2$ edge) (fig. S7). The energy gain for edge growth is 2.45 eV at a step edge (fig. S7, C and D) and 3.53 eV at a straight edge (fig. S7, E and F), respectively. For comparison, insertion into a $5|7$ dislocation core leads to an energy gain of 2.81 eV. These results suggest that the climb of misfit dislocations is energetically feasible and should occur in parallel with the heterostructure growth, given the availability of W and S atoms during the WS$_2$ growth.

We also evaluated the energetics of S$_{Se}$ substitution. Using the DFT-based climbing image nudged elastic band (DFT-CINEB) method, we first calculated the substitution barrier in a perfect WSe$_2$ lattice (see Materials and Methods and fig. S8). As shown in Fig. 3E, the barrier for S$_{Se}$ substitution in a perfect WSe$_2$ lattice is 3.8 eV, which indicates that S$_{Se}$ substitution is unlikely to happen under the growth temperature of 700°C. This result is consistent with the experimental fact that we do not obtain alloying in the WSe$_2$ monolayer. However, this barrier can be significantly lowered by strain. We found that the S$_{Se}$ substitution energy barrier drastically decreases to 2.6 eV (blue curve in Fig. 3E) under 4% compressive strain and lowers to 0.5 to 3.3 eV for 2% strain (see Materials and Methods). Bond length analysis in Fig. 3F, based on the DFT-relaxed interface structural model in Fig. 3B, shows that compressive strain is mainly distributed in and next to the pentagon of the $5|7$ dislocation and quickly fades out as one goes further away from the dislocation core. Therefore, the calculations support the notion that the localized compressive strain at the misfit dislocation cores reduces the substitution energy barrier by a sufficient amount to make the S$_{Se}$ substitution feasible and highly selective under typical growth conditions of the heterostructures (700°C).

Because the S$_{Se}$ substitution process is governed by the strain field around the dislocation core at the growth front, we can expect that the WS$_2$ quantum wells have uniform width and a sharp coherent interface with the WSe$_2$ matrix over the entire length if a thermodynamically stable growth condition is maintained. Experimental results suggest that this is very promising. As demonstrated in Fig. 1 (E and D), this WS$_2$ quantum well shows a uniform width of 1.2 nm and an atomically sharp interface over a length of 12 nm. A small amount (~8%) of Se atoms remains inside the WS$_2$ quantum well due to incomplete S$_{Se}$ substitution during the growth, which may well be eliminated if the growth conditions can be better controlled.

From the mechanism discussed above, we can expect these quantum wells to grow into equally spaced parallel arrays over macroscopic length scales (that is, forming a 2D quantum-well superlattice) starting with periodic misfit dislocations at the heterointerface, if mild growth conditions can be precisely controlled over a long period of time. The WS$_2$ quantum wells grown via this mechanism have a type II band alignment with the WSe$_2$ matrix over the entire length if a thermodynamically stable growth condition is maintained. Experimental results suggest that this is very promising. As demonstrated in Fig. 1 (E and D), this WS$_2$ quantum well shows a uniform width of 1.2 nm and an atomically sharp interface over a length of 12 nm. A small amount (~8%) of Se atoms remains inside the WS$_2$ quantum well due to incomplete S$_{Se}$ substitution during the growth, which may well be eliminated if the growth conditions can be better controlled.

DISCUSSION
On the basis of the results from the lateral WSe$_2$/WS$_2$ heterostructure system, we can expect that similar quantum-well superlattice structures can also form in lateral MoSe$_2$/MoS$_2$ heterostructures (fig. S10). Figure 4B shows such an example. Appearing as quasi-parallel narrow dark stripes across the whole image, these MoS$_2$ quantum wells are seen to extend more than a few hundred nanometers (although we were
not able to see the entire length of these quantum wells due to the fracture and folding of the atomic film during TEM specimen transfer and the 1-μm visible window on the carbon support film) while still maintaining their general armchair growth direction and a uniform width of 1.8 ± 0.2 nm (that is, six unit cells). As can be noticed from the atomic mechanism illustrated in Fig. 3 (A and B), each dislocation climb step actually has a small component along the zigzag direction due to atomic reconstruction after the insertion of the W-S units (fig. S11A). That is, the dislocation wiggles slightly sideways around the armchair direction while climbing forward. Ideally, this small wiggling has equal probability toward both sides of the armchair direction (fig. S11A); therefore, the overall consequence is that the dislocation climbs and the corresponding quantum well grows along the armchair direction (movie S1). In the case when a few steps of dislocation climbing have the same sidewise component, a nanosized kink (see fig. S11B for an example) would develop, and as a consequence, the quantum wells would not look so straight and parallel at a larger scale. Nevertheless, each segment of the quantum wells still follows the general armchair growth direction.

Although the quantum wells shown in Fig. 4B are not evenly spaced, presumably because the misfit dislocations were not initially formed in a periodic array as those shown in Fig. 2C, we believe that this is an important demonstration toward the formation of 2D quantum-well superlattice at a length scale where quantum confinement would have a strong effect. With better control over the growth parameters of chemical vapor deposition (CVD) systems, or alternatively by using molecular beam epitaxy or metal-organic CVD techniques that are commonly used for the growth of bulk semiconductor superlattices, it is very promising that high-quality 2D semiconductor quantum-well superlattices can be grown via this dislocation-driven mechanism.

The successful growth of quantum-well arrays in both WSe2/WS2 and MoSe2/MoS2 lateral heterostructures suggests that this dislocation-driven growth mechanism should apply in a much broader combination of 2D monolayers with lattice mismatch given their structural similarities. For example, NbSe2 and MoSe2 monolayers share the same 2H structure but with ~4.5% lattice mismatch ($a = 3.44\ \text{Å}$ for NbSe2 and $3.29\ \text{Å}$ for MoSe2), which should lead to misfit dislocation arrays with average spacing of 7.5 nm at the lateral heterointerface and, consequently, quantum-well superlattices with average separation of 7.5 nm. Considering the wide spectrum of electronic and optical properties in various 2D monolayers, including topological insulators and superconductors, this opens exciting opportunities to create a large family of 2D quantum wells and their superlattices with novel properties.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Growth of the WSe2/WS2 heterostructures**

The WSe2/WS2 heterojunctions were grown on SiO2/Si substrates using a two-step ambient pressure CVD method (12). WO3 powder (about 5.0 mg) was placed on SiO2/Si growth substrates and located in the heating zone center of the furnace. Se powder (1.2 g) was placed in a quartz test tube at the upper stream side as the source for the selenization of WO3, H2 [2.2 standard cubic centimeter per minute (sccm)] and Ar (20 sccm) were used as the carrier gas. The center heating zone was heated to 700°C at a ramping rate of 20°C/min. As the temperature approached 700°C, the temperature of the Se powder was maintained at ~280°C. After a 30-min growth at 700°C, the furnace was naturally cooled down to room temperature in a gas flow of 5 sccm H2 and 20 sccm Ar. The growth substrate with WSe2 crystals and WO3 powder (as W precursor) on the surface was transferred to another CVD system for WS2 growth. Similarly, a smaller quartz test tube containing 0.8 g of sulfur powder was located upstream as S precursor. Notably, the growth substrate was kept out of the furnace during the heating stage. As the temperature approached 700°C, the heating zone in the furnace was adjusted by moving the furnace to set the temperature of the S powders at ~180°C and the temperature of the substrates at ~700°C. After a 15-min growth at 700°C, the furnace was cooled down to room temperature quickly.

**Growth of the MoSe2/MoS2 heterostructures**

A two-step CVD method was used for the growth of the MoSe2/MoS2 lateral heterostructures. Briefly, the MoSe2 monolayer was first grown by a CVD method in a 5.08-cm tube. A mixed Ar/H2 flow of 80:5 sccm was used as the carrier gas, and a silicon boat containing 10 mg of MoO3 was put in the center of the tube. The SiO2/Si substrate was placed on the boat with surface downside. Another silicon boat containing 0.5 g of Se powder was located on the upstream. The temperature ramped up...
to 750°C in 15 min, where it was kept for about 10 min. The as-grown MoSe₂ was then transferred into another CVD setup for subsequent MoS₂ growth. For the growth of MoS₂, Ar flow of 60 sccm was used as the carrier gas, and a silicon boat containing 10 mg of MoO₃ was put in the center of a 2.54-cm tube. The MoSe₂/SiO₂/Si substrate was placed on the boat with surface downside. Another silicon boat containing 0.5 g of S powder was located on the upstream. The temperature was ramped up to 650°C in 13 min and was kept there for about 5 min.

**Electron microscopy experiments**

The TEM samples were prepared with a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA)-assisted method. A layer of PMMA about 1 μm thick was spin-coated on the wafer with heterostructure samples deposited and then baked at 180°C for 3 min. Afterward, the wafer was immersed in NaOH solution (1 M) to etch the SiO₂ layer overnight. After liftoff, the sample was transferred into deionized water for several cycles to wash away the residual contaminants, and then it was fished by a TEM grid. For the WSe₂/WS₂ lateral heterostructure samples, conventional lacy carbon film TEM grids, with random holes of 1 to 5 μm in diameter, were used. Quantifoil grids with regular 1-μm holes were used for the MoSe₂/MoS₂ lateral heterostructure samples. The as-transferred specimens were dried naturally in ambient environment and then dropped into acetone overnight to wash away the PMMA coating layers.

To avoid hydrocarbon contamination, all the TEM samples were baked at 160°C for 8 hours under vacuum before the microscopy experiment. STEM imaging and EELS analysis were performed on a Nion UltraSTEM 100 equipped with a cold field-emission gun and a fifth-order aberration corrector operating at 60 kV. The convergence semi-angle for the incident probe was 31 mrad. The ADF images were collected for a half-angle range of ~86 to 200 mrad. The collection semi-angle for EELS was set to 48 mrad. The WSe₂ and WS₂ maps were obtained by multiple linear least-squares fitting of the experimental EELS spectrum with the reference spectra from pure WSe₂ and WS₂ monolayers (fig. S1), acquired under the same experimental conditions. Strain analysis was performed on the basis of the geometric phase analysis method (31) using the FRWTools plugin (www.physics.hu-berlin.de/en/sem/software/software_frtwtools) for DigitalMicrograph. The strain was calculated using the perfect WSe₂ lattice as reference. All STEM experiments were performed at room temperature.

**Theoretical calculations**

Quantum mechanical calculations based on DFT were performed using the Vienna Ab initio Simulations Package (VASP) (32, 33). The projector augmented wave method was used to describe the core electrons (34). The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional was used for exchange and correlation (35). The theoretical calculated lattice constants of WSe₂ and WS₂ were 3.315 and 3.181 Å, respectively, which are in agreement with experimental values (3.282 Å for WSe₂ and 3.153 Å for WS₂) (36). The atomic model we used is shown in fig. S3. In the y direction, we used 24 units of WSe₂ (79.56 Å), which matched 25 units of WS₂ (79.53 Å). In the x direction, the supercell contained four WS₂ hexagons, six WSe₂ hexagons, and a vacuum layer larger than 15 Å. In the z direction, a vacuum layer larger than 15 Å was used. Because of the large size of the supercell, a 259-eV energy cutoff and Γ-only k-point sampling were used for structure relaxation and energy band calculations. Total energies were converged to 10⁻⁶ eV/Å, and forces were converged to 0.02 eV/Å.

Energy barriers for the S₀₆ substitution were calculated using the CI-NEB method (37, 38). A (5 × 5) WSe₂ supercell was used to model the WSe₂ basal plane. A 3 × 3 Γ-center k-grid mesh was used to sample the first Brillouin zone (39). Four images were inserted between initial and final states. Calculation of the substitution energy barrier in the big supercell containing a heterostructure with a dislocation (fig. S3) was not practical. Instead, we applied different levels of compressive strain to the otherwise perfect WSe₂ monolayer to model the effect of compressive strain on the energy barrier for the S₀₆ substitution.

The strain mapping shown in fig. 3E in the main text was obtained by comparing the bond length in the DFT-optimized atomic model of the 5|7 dislocation at the WS₂/WSe₂ interface (Fig. 3B) to the standard bond lengths in pristine WS₂ and WSe₂ (that is, 2.39 Å for W-S bonds and 2.52 Å for W-Se bonds) (40). Specifically, we used the following formulae to calculate the bond strain, εₘₗₗ for W-S bonds and εₙₘₗₗ for W-Se bonds

\[ εₘₗₗ = \frac{dₘₗₗ - 2.39}{2.39} \]

\[ εₙₘₗₗ = \frac{dₙₘₗₗ - 2.52}{2.52} \]

where \( dₘₗₗ \) and \( dₙₘₗₗ \) are measured bond lengths for the W-S and W-Se bonds, respectively, in the structural model.

The energy band alignment of a lateral WSe₂/WS₂ superlattice was examined by calculations at different theoretical levels. A 20 WSe₂/5 WS₂ superlattice was set up. Atomic structures were fully relaxed at the PBE level with a fixed 79.56 Å lattice constant in the y direction (24 WSe₂ units) and 3.38 Å lattice constant in the x direction (1 WS₂ unit). Energy band alignment was calculated at both PBE and HSE06 levels, in which a portion \( \alpha = 25\% \) of exact nonlocal Hartree-Fock exchange was mixed (41). Both calculations showed a type II band alignment.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/4/3/eaap9096/DC1

fig. S1. Reference EELS spectra from pure WSe₂ and WS₂ monolayers.

fig. S2. STEM-ADF of the entire 65-nm-long WS₂ quantum well and the corresponding strain mappings shown in Fig. 3E in the main text was obtained by comparing the bond length in the DFT-optimized atomic model of the 5|7 dislocation at the WS₂/WSe₂ interface (Fig. 3B) to the standard bond lengths in pristine WS₂ and WSe₂ (that is, 2.39 Å for W-S bonds and 2.52 Å for W-Se bonds) (40). Specifically, we used the following formulae to calculate the bond strain, εₘₗₗ for W-S bonds and εₙₘₗₗ for W-Se bonds

\[ εₘₗₗ = \frac{dₘₗₗ - 2.39}{2.39} \]

\[ εₙₘₗₗ = \frac{dₙₘₗₗ - 2.52}{2.52} \]

where \( dₘₗₗ \) and \( dₙₘₗₗ \) are measured bond lengths for the W-S and W-Se bonds, respectively, in the structural model.

The energy band alignment of a lateral WSe₂/WS₂ superlattice was examined by calculations at different theoretical levels. A 20 WSe₂/5 WS₂ superlattice was set up. Atomic structures were fully relaxed at the PBE level with a fixed 79.56 Å lattice constant in the y direction (24 WSe₂ units) and 3.38 Å lattice constant in the x direction (1 WS₂ unit). Energy band alignment was calculated at both PBE and HSE06 levels, in which a portion \( \alpha = 25\% \) of exact nonlocal Hartree-Fock exchange was mixed (41). Both calculations showed a type II band alignment.
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